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Dataset Overview

CSIRO Educational Datasets
CSIRO Educational datasets have been derived from CSIRO research data and adapted for
classroom use. They are delivered in three different levels; Novice, Expert and Programmer.
Novice level data has been simplified for the classroom. Potentially confusing outliers and partial
entries have been removed from the data for the novice level, to make analysis and
comprehension easier. Data labels have been modified to make them easier to understand.
Expert level data retains outliers and partial entries and has not always had the labels adjusted.
This may mean that students are required to undertake research into subject language to fully
understand what they are looking at. Both Novice and Expert level data contains a limited number
of rows to ensure that they can be opened in spreadsheet packages.
Programmer level datasets and activities are intended to be used with more advanced tools and
programming languages. This level provides the data in an unmodified format, allowing students
to organise and analyse it independently.

Dataset Description
The Reconstructed Global Mean Sea Level (GMSL) dataset records the sea level from 1880 to
2009. It is measured as millimetres, and as the difference from the average in 1990.
Sea level is important to record because rising sea levels is one of the major effects of climate
change. There are many factors contributing to sea level rise, chief among which are ocean
thermal expansion (that water takes up more space when warmer) and melting land ice.
Correctly estimating historical sea level rises is critical to projecting future climate change and its
consequences. There is a great deal of uncertainty as to how the GMSL will change up to 2100.
This data was collected as part of a study to try and improve current estimates of GMSL rise.
The early sea level values given here are calculated from tide gauge records. These records are
sometimes unreliable, as the gauges are attached to land which can rise and fall, making the
readings inaccurate. For this reason, a small number of gauges (around 24) have been chosen from
around the world, and a “reconstructed” global mean sea level has been calculated based on
those readings.
For a link to the original data in the CSIRO Data Access Portal, see Appendix A
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Understanding this Dataset
This section relates to understanding this specific dataset. For more general information on
understanding and interpreting datasets, see the Educational Datasets Companion document.
The GMSL dataset shows changes in sea level relative to the 1990 average. Negative numbers
indicate that the sea level was lower than the 1990 average. Positive numbers indicate that the
sea level was higher than the 1990 average.
Sea level at any given location will be influenced by both local and regional meteorological effects,
climate variability and long-term trends. Taking a worldwide average of the sea level has been
shown to have less short-term variability, as small localised effects are filtered out. Local tide
gauges can vary due to the land the gauge is on rising or sinking, as well as local changes in water
flow.
Since 1992, satellites have been providing global measurements of sea level that can be used to
calculate the global mean. This dataset includes both satellite-based calculations of sea level and
tide gauge based (in situ) calculations. This gives an opportunity to compare the two techniques to
investigate the ways in which they differ.
The tide gauges that have contributed to this dataset are located all over the world. The use of the
term “reconstructed” here indicates that the GMSL value is based on all available reliable
information.
The dataset lists the year that recordings were made, the height of the global mean sea level and
the uncertainty of that value, both of which are recorded in millimetres. The height of the mean
sea level is a comparison to the global mean sea level in the year 1990.

Figure 1 - This sample from the novice dataset indicates that in 1884, the average Global Mean Sea Level for the
year was 142.15mm below the mean sea level for the year 1990, with an uncertainty of 22.2mm. This uncertainty
indicates that the mean sea level in that year could have been between 119.95 and 164.25mm below the 1990
average.
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The Expert Dataset provides both the satellite and terrestrial datasets, with two files for each. One
file contains the monthly readings, while the other contains the annual averages. The Novice
dataset provides only the terrestrial dataset with yearly readings.

Figure 2 – This sample from the expert dataset indicates that in April of 1880, the global mean sea level was
measured to be 156.6mm below the 1990 average. The GMSL uncertainty of 24.2mm indicates that the mean sea
level in that month could have been between 132.4 and 180.8mm.

Research Findings
This data was used to improve modelling of changes in sea level and update existing models. It
was found that the estimated rise between 1993 and 2009 was 3.2 ± 0.4 mm per year from
satellite data, and 2.8 ± 0.8 mm per year from the in situ data. This was compared to the linear
trend from 1900 to 2009, which gives a rise of 1.7 ± 0.2 mm per year, and the linear trend from
1961 to 2009, which gives a rise of 1.9 ± 0.4 mm per year.
This indicated that existing models for predicting sea level rise had dramatically underestimated
the rate at which it was taking place.
For more information about this research, see Appendix A.
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Learning Goals
As with any lesson resources, there are any number of ways this dataset could be brought into the
classroom, depending on your approach and personal style. Here you’ll find some potential
overarching learning goals, most of which address general data literacy, understanding and
representation to guide you in introducing this dataset to your students.

Understanding this dataset
Students examine simple ways of exploring datasets to understand them and discuss the positives
and negatives of using a specific dataset. In achieving this learning goal, some activities might
include:
• Averaging. Knowing that the data in this dataset is averages of multiple readings, does that limit
what we can find out at all? What does the average not tell us? Is it possible for two wildly
different sets of readings to have the same average value?
• Mean vs Median. When taking the mean and the median of a dataset, it’s possible to get two
different results. What does this mean? Why are they different? Which one is a better indicator
of the centre of the dataset? In this case, which value is more useful to us?
• Graphing. What kinds of graphs can we use to represent this data? Are there any subsets of the
data that might be useful to compare on a graph?

Accurately report findings made from data
Students examine how to best represent their findings from the dataset. How can we display this
data so that humans can easily read and understand it? Representing the whole dataset in a single
table can make it difficult to identify trends and link related concepts. Using statistical tools, such
as using the average, range, median, mode or percentages can help give the audience a better
idea of what the data tells us, but some of these values are more useful than others, depending on
context. If you’re packing for a trip, the range of temperatures for each day is more important
than the median temperature for the whole trip. Knowing that the temperature will get as high as
27°C and as low as -2°C is more important than knowing that the median temperature will be
13°C, as it gives you a much better idea of what to pack.
With this dataset, consider if it is useful to display the uncertainty for each year on a pie chart. The
change in uncertainty over time gives a good indication in the changes in technology and
methodology that have taken place over this period, as well as helping to guide models, but this
visualisation makes it difficult to interpret that information. The dataset contains 130 years, which
gives the pie chart 130 slices. This limits the amount of information that the viewer can obtain, as
they would need to be able to interpret the size difference between 130 different pieces. It is
important to consider the purpose of a visualisation, in terms of the story it presents the viewer.
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Global Mean Sea Level Uncertainty by Year

Figure 3 – Pie chart indicating uncertainty in the Global Mean Sea Level recording by year. The amount of data being
displayed here makes it difficult to get information. Some slices on this chart are so small that they appear blank.

What else can we do to make sure that the findings we’re reporting don’t skew the data or
misrepresent it? Examine ideas such as considering the whole data set, not just favourable
sections of it, or ensuring that when using two graphs to compare data, they use the same start
and end points, the same scales, and the same display ranges.
Alternately, you could reverse this lesson idea and ask students to find a way to misrepresent the
dataset to distort the truth, without lying about the data. How could you display it so that it looks
like it’s saying something that it isn’t? This could generate discussion about misuse of data in the
media and advertising, or ethics in scientific research, and the importance of representing data
accurately.

Understanding Outliers
Outliers in data refer to things that fall well outside of the other values observed. They can be
legitimate variations in the thing you’re measuring, or can be measurement errors, where the
reading was not taken correctly for a variety of reasons.
With this lesson goal, students examine the dataset, identifying the average, median and range.
Once that is done, students can then identify any outliers, using methods like looking for sharp
spikes in readings, or surprisingly high or low values, remove them from the dataset and
recalculate their average, median and range, compare the values, and discuss which ones have
changed and why, as well as discussing where the outlier values may have come from.
For more information on Outliers, see the Educational Datasets Companion document.
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Identifying the Right Visualisation
As the idiom goes, a picture is worth a thousand words and there are lots of ways we can take
data and make it visual. Some of the more common methods of creating visualisations are pie
charts, line graphs and bar graphs. Depending on the data set, other visualisations may be
appropriate to give the audience a better illustration of the data and the trends and patterns it
contains.
For this dataset, since the individual sensor readings have already been condensed into a single
global average, maps would not be the most relevant way of displaying this data. Most graphs
would be appropriate, especially line graphs and scatter plots, as they can easily indicate the
overall trend in global mean sea level over time.
It’s important to remember that while students can generate visualisations for data using digital
resources, there’s also the opportunity with smaller datasets to create these visualisations by
hand, using printed maps or sketches.
For more examples of data visualisations, see the Educational Datasets Companion document.

Spreadsheet and Numeric Skills
Spreadsheets and numerical skills are embedded across the curriculum, and this data offers an
opportunity for students to put their skills to work on real-world scientific measurements. While a
wide range of mathematical skills and spreadsheet skills can be applied, some key examples are:
• Developing spreadsheet formulae. Look for places in the data that an automatically calculated
total or average might be useful. In this case, we might try to simplify the data and create
averages for each decade to make it easier to display.
• Graphing. Consider the different types of charts that your spreadsheet software can make. How
can we modify the settings of a graph to display data appropriately? What is an appropriate
title? What labels and value ranges should be used for its axes? Students could construct graphs
on paper, to build manual graphing skills.
• Conditional formatting. Create a set of rules so that the cell background indicates the rise and
fall in global mean sea level each year.
• What-if calculations. Students can use the real-world data to make predictions. What is the
GMSL likely to be in 2050? What if we manage to slow the current trend by 10%? What if it
speeds up another 10% from expected? What would that mean for your nearest section of
coastline, or nearest capital city?
• Non-digital numerical skills. Students can manually take averages of sets of readings, examine
other statistical quantifiers such as median and range or identify the standard deviation.
Alternate goals for this dataset could be utilising algebraic skills to estimate potential future
scenarios.
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Programming
Many of the files in this dataset can be opened and manipulated in a variety of programming
languages. CSV files are very easy for most programming languages to work with, since they are
simple text files which use commas to split data points. Python has a specific module (csv) that
adds additional functionality when working with these files.
Teaching programming with this dataset gives students an opportunity to practice skills relating to
reading and writing data to and from files directly and incorporates string manipulation so they
can directly access specific pieces of data. Students can investigate data structures such as lists,
dictionaries and objects, assessing their usefulness in storing this data, and utilise control
structures to perform calculations on the data, or organise it in a manner appropriate for output.
Depending on the prior understanding students have of programming principles, this can lead to
activities ranging from calculating averages automatically and outputting them to the screen, to
searching for potential outliers and removing them from the dataset before outputting it as a
separate file, to creating interactive visualisation tools for the dataset.

Subject Links
This dataset can be linked to the Australian curriculum learning areas of Mathematics, Science
(Earth Sciences and Environmental Science), Technologies (Digital Technologies), and Humanities
and Social Sciences (Geography and History)
For a more detailed list of subject links, content descriptions and year levels, see Appendix B.
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Lesson Materials

Required Understanding
A list of the existing skills students will require to work effectively with each level of this dataset
can be found in the table below. This dataset can also be used as a tool to develop these skills.
The novice dataset lists the GMSL for each year, along with an uncertainty value. In addition to this
data, the expert dataset provides the monthly readings and satellite readings for each year and
month. The activities listed for the novice package can also be achieved with the expert package.
SPREADSHEET NOVICE

SPREADSHEET EXPERT

PROGRAMMER

• Spreadsheet software and the
relevant key terminology, such as
cell, row, column, sheet, data, cell
reference and cell range

• Spreadsheet software, including
appropriate formatting skills and
relevant key terminology, such as
cell, row, column, sheet, data, cell
reference and cell range.

• Basic understanding of commands
for a specific programming
language

• Conditional formatting

• Understanding of programming
control structures, such as
sequence, selection and repetition

• Conditional formatting
• Developing spreadsheet formulas
• Creating charts in spreadsheet
software packages
• Basic mathematical statistical
concepts, such as averages, range
and median values.

• Developing spreadsheet formulas
• Creating charts in spreadsheet
software packages
• Basic statistical concepts, such as
averages, range and median
values.

• Understanding of data structures
and file input/output

• Basic statistical concepts, such as
averages, range and median
values

Content Engager
Use these resources to introduce the importance of measuring the Global Mean Sea Level.
• CSIRO Oceans and Atmosphere – Climate change information for Australia
• CSIRO Oceans and Atmosphere – Planning for sea-level rise
• YouTube – NOAA – Global vs Local Sea Level
• YouTube – NASA’s Earth Minute: Sea Level Rise
• ABC news – Fiji leader slams Liberal MP’s useless climate change advice
Some questions that you can use to start discussion about this topic and activate students’ prior
knowledge include:
• Why should we care about the sea level and changes in it?
• Why are human settlements often located near oceans, lakes and rivers?
• Have you ever personally noticed a change in the sea level?
• How can we account for the tides when measuring changes to the sea level?
• How do we measure sea level changes?
• How high could the sea level possibly get? What would that mean for life on Earth?
• How would changes in sea level change the way we live?
• What does a rising sea level mean for developing nations?
Reconstructed Global Mean Sea Level (1880 – 2009) | 9

Introductory Description
To introduce students to this dataset, consider reading the following paragraph to them, or
something similar.
‘Today we’re going to be looking at data taken from multiple sources to track the change in global
sea levels since 1880. Before 1992, the data comes largely from tide gauges, which measure sea
levels in a specific location, and has been averaged out to give us a worldwide average in sea level
change. Since 1992, satellites have also been used to generate additional data. The data given
here was used to refine our models for what the sea levels might do in the future.’

Thinking Time
Once students have an idea of the dataset’s content, give them 5 minutes to brainstorm questions
they’d like to try and answer using this data. Try not to lead students too much during this time.
There is a high chance that students will develop questions which cannot be answered by the data.
This creates an opportunity to explore why those questions cannot be answered.

Activities
Spreadsheet Novice
1. Global Mean Sea Level is calculated using sea level measurements from around the world. Given
that the data begins in 1880, how might the nature of the data measurements have changed
over time?
Since 1880, more measuring stations have been added to cover the globe more effectively. Instruments have
been improved and are more sophisticated. Satellite imagery has been included in making sea level estimates.

2. Consider the measurement techniques being used. Do we use the same measurement
techniques that were used in 1880? Research how sea level is measured.
Methods of measuring sea level have changed a lot since 1880. Historical methods used a float connected to a
line, where modern methods include radar and satellite.

3. If thermal expansion is one of the reasons that sea levels are rising, why does the volume of
water not increase when we boil a kettle?
The change in percentage volume is very small, so it isn’t noticeable at a glance when working with small
volumes of water. When specifically looking for the change and attempting to measure it accurately, it will
become more apparent. Additionally, when boiling water, the increased volume is offset by losing water as
steam.
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4. The visualisations below in Figure 2 show the number & location of tide gauges over time.
Consider the number of measurements/available records. Do you think the accuracy will have
changed from 1880 until now?
With more sea level gauges located around the world, the global mean can be taken with greater certainty,
reducing the impact of local effects on sea level, such as flooding, seasonal heating and cooling, erosion and
weather effects. Adding more gauges in the southern hemisphere means that a more global understanding of the
sea level can be achieved and the seasonal impacts in the northern hemisphere can be accounted for.

Figure 4 - Number and distribution of tidal gauges. (a) indicates the growth over time in the total number of
measuring gauges in locations across the world, with green representing the northern hemisphere and purple
representing the southern hemisphere. (b) through to (f) indicate the specific locations of tide gauges during those
decades.
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5. What information can you take from reading the sea level data directly from the spreadsheet?
What is your impression of the change in sea level over time? How can you explore the data to
get a better sense of the overall trend?
It can be difficult to get information from reading the data directly like this, there is a clear and largely regular
upward trend in the GMSL over time. A better idea for exploring this data is to create a visualisation for it.

6. Create a conditional formatting rule that indicates when the sea level has risen and when it has
fallen. What information does this give us?
This highlights the regular increase of the GMSL and indicates groupings of years where the sea level consistently
rose. Most notably, the cluster from 1986 to 2003 where the sea level rose steadily for every year excepting
1993.

7. What is the best graph type for this information? Create an appropriate visualisation to
represent this data effectively.
Line graphs are a very good choice for this data, as it compares change from year to year. A filled-area line graph
could also be used to show the measurements along with their potential variance.

8. Create a new column in the spreadsheet which calculates the change from year to year. Use this
column to create a formula that calculates the average yearly change. Use conditional
formatting to highlight years that are above the average yearly change. What does this indicate?
The average change is quite high, at about 1.648mm a year. Using conditional formatting highlights the times
that the sea level rose more than the average. It also highlights periods where the sea level rise was consistently
lower than the average. Early in the 20 century (1915-1928) there is a cluster of very low rise, with very few years
above the average (and some periods where the sea level fell).

9. Create a column that expresses the change from year to year as a percentage of the overall sea
level. Create a graph to express that information. What is interesting about this graph, and what
does it indicate about the data? What does it not indicate? How could we make this aspect of
the data more useful?
Percentage rise and fall is tough to categorise this way, since the initial values are negative and become positive.
Without accounting for this, rise will be expressed as a negative percentage, and fall will be expressed as a
positive until sea level reach positive values, when it will be reversed. This makes it difficult to compare values.
Additionally, when sea levels approach 0 in 1990, the percentage change will become very large, because the sea
levels are very small. It can be more useful to express the change as a percentage of the total rise. While that
graph will also be difficult to interpret, use of a trend line indicates that the percentage of the total change that
happens each year has been growing steadily. Using a smaller sample section, such as a single decade, or rezeroing the data at 1880 might help in making it more understandable, but the large fluctuations in the early
years of the data make visualising this aspect of the data difficult.
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Spreadsheet Expert
1. Examine the difference between the reconstructed GMSL estimates for 1993-2009 and the
satellite readings of the sea level for the same period. Add a new column in the spreadsheet
that calculates the difference between them. Calculate the average of this column. Because the
magnitude of the difference is more important than whether it is positive or negative, take the
absolute value of this column and recalculate the average. Are they different? Why?
The average of overall difference is low because some of the satellite records are lower than reconstructed
records and others are higher. This makes the overall average difference 2.8mm, where the average of the
absolute value of difference is 3.6mm. The average variance is higher than the average of the values implies.

2. Using the last 10 years of recordings, graph the monthly values for each year. Are there any
consistent patterns that you can identify? What might cause this pattern, if there is one? Can it
be seen in other decades? How can we identify if this is an overall trend?
There is a regular pattern of a rise during May/June/July that drops off again until December. This pattern is
most evident in the data for 2000, 2004, 2007, and 2008. This is a seasonal fluctuation as large amounts of water
are stored on land during the Northern Hemisphere’s winter, reducing the volume of the oceans. The trend
cannot be seen every year, but there are notable years in most decades where it appears strongly. 1996 reverses
this trend, for example. Graphing the average per month would give a sense of how broad this trend is. The
average recording level peaks in June and hits a minimum in January, so it would appear to hold up, but January
has a very high average. There are also seasonal fluctuations localised in each hemisphere as water expands with
the additional heat over the summer, which cannot be seen in this data.

3. Calculate the average change per year across the entire dataset. Using this value, predict the sea
level values until the year 2100. Compare the height from your prediction for the current year to
the current readings (current readings are available from NASA)
The current readings are significantly higher than the predictions from the average, using the yearly values. Using
the average to predict to 2019 gives 72mm. The actual reading in February 2019 was 91mm with a margin of
uncertainty of 4mm. Extending this to 2100 gives a sea level height of 205mm.

4. Find out the expected rate of sea level rise due to climate change according to the worst-case
predictions made by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Compare this value
to your estimates. How close is your estimate to the IPCC’s? Why?
In 2013, IPCC predicted a worst-case scenario of 980mm, far higher than the estimate of 205mm that can be
taken by using the average. This is caused by several factors, notably that the increase has been seen to be
exponential in recent years, while the model developed from the average is a linear progression and assumes
that change has been the same since 1880. The IPCC model also incorporates additional factors beyond observed
sea level changes.

5. Find out how far above sea level your house is using National Map. Examine a coastal city such
as Adelaide or Perth and find out the elevation of some of the suburbs near the coast. What
impact will sea level rise have on these places? How soon will those suburbs be threatened if
sea level rise continues using the linear estimates? How soon will those suburbs be threatened if
the IPCC’s worst-case sea-level prediction is accurate?
To access height data using national map, add the ‘National Datasets/Elevation/SRTM 1 sec DEM Image’ dataset,
and click on the map in the appropriate location. Use the appropriate models to work out when the sea level rise
will reach that level.
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Programmer
Write a program using your chosen programming language to perform the following tasks:
1. Store the data in an appropriate data structure.
2. Calculate the high and low values indicated by the uncertainty range for each month.
3. Convert the date format in the original data from decimal notation to a more human readable
format.
4. Take a year and month as input and estimate where sea levels might be in that year.
5. Take a year as input and graph the data for a predicted sea level in that year, along with the
existing historical data.

Open Inquiry
In addition to the activities listed above, this dataset can be used for student-centred open inquiry
projects. Using open inquiry, students generate research questions and design investigations to
answer those questions. Students can use this dataset to support their independent research and
investigation in a range of areas. There are additional readings from this project available on the
CSIRO Data Access Portal
Examples of inquiry questions that could be explored using this data include:
• What is the relationship between human population growth and sea level rise?
• What impact have major world events had on sea level rise?
• How do historical sea levels in the local area compare to the global mean?
• What factors contribute to sea level rise and in what proportions? If some of those factors can
be controlled, what can we expect sea level rise to look like in the future?
• What cities and countries will be most dramatically impacted by rising sea levels?

Assessment
Assessment items for this dataset could include:
• A spreadsheet that includes calculated fields and detailed graphs of the dataset.
• A poster explaining sea level rise and the factors that contribute to it.
• A visualisation showing areas of Australia that will be lost to sea level rise given a specific model
of future sea level rise.
• A program which, given a year and a geographical location will print out whether that location is
likely to be under water, based on either IPCC projections or student-calculated projections.
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Australian Curriculum Guide

STRAND

YEAR 7

YEAR 8

YEAR 9

Solve problems involving
the use of percentages,
including percentage
increases and decreases,
with and without digital
technologies
(ACMNA187)

Graph simple non-linear
relations with and
without the use of digital
technologies and solve
simple related equations
(ACMNA296)

Explore the practicalities
and implications of
obtaining data through
sampling using a variety
of investigative
processes (ACMSP206)

Compare data displays
using mean, median and
range to describe and
interpret numerical data
sets in terms of location
(centre) and spread
(ACMSP283)

YEAR 10

Mathematics
Number and
Algebra

Statistics and
Probability

Identify and investigate
issues involving
numerical data collected
from primary and
secondary sources
(ACMSP169)
Construct and compare
a range of data displays
including stem-and-leaf
plots and dot plots
(ACMSP170)
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Investigate and describe
bivariate numerical data
where the independent
variable is time
(ACMSP252)

STRAND

YEAR 7

YEAR 8

YEAR 9

YEAR 10

Science
Science
Understanding

Predictable phenomena
on Earth, including
seasons and eclipses, are
caused by the relative
positions of the sun,
Earth and the moon.
(ACSSU115)

Science as a
Human
Endeavour

Solutions to contemporary issues that are found
using science and technology, may impact on other
areas of society and may involve ethical
considerations (ACSHE120) & (ACSHE135)

Advances in scientific understanding often rely on
developments in technology and technological
advances are often linked to scientific discoveries
(ACHSHE158) & (ACSHE192)

Science Inquiry
Skills

Identify questions and problems that can be
investigated scientifically and make predictions
based on scientific knowledge (ACSIS124) &
(ACSIS139)

Formulate questions or hypotheses that can be
investigated scientifically (ACSIS164) & (ACSIS198)

Construct and use a range of representations,
including graphs, keys and models to represent and
analyse patterns or relationships in data using digital
technologies as appropriate (ACSIS129) & (ACSIS144)
Summarise data, from students’ own investigations
and secondary sources, and use scientific
understanding to identify relationships and draw
conclusions based on evidence (ACSIS130) &
(ACSIS145)
Reflect on scientific investigations including
evaluating the quality of the data collected, and
identifying improvements (ACSIS131) & (ACSIS146)
Use scientific knowledge and findings from
investigations to evaluate claims based on evidence
(ACSIS132) & (ACSIS234)
Communicate ideas, findings and evidence based
solutions to problems using scientific language, and
representations, using digital technologies as
appropriate (ACSIS133) & (ACSIS148)

Global systems,
including the carbon
cycle, rely on
interactions involving
the biosphere,
lithosphere,
hydrosphere and
atmosphere (ACSSU189)

Analyse patterns and trends in data, including
describing relationships between variables and
identifying inconsistencies (ACSIS169) & (ACSIS203)
Use knowledge of scientific concepts to draw
conclusions that are consistent with evidence
(ACSIS170) & (ACSIS204)
Evaluate conclusions, including identifying sources of
uncertainty and possible alternative explanations,
and describe specific ways to improve the quality of
the data (ACSIS171) & (ACSIS205)
Critically analyse the validity of information in
primary and secondary sources and evaluate the
approaches used to solve problems (ACSIS172) &
(ACSIS206)
Communicate scientific ideas and information for a
particular purpose, including constructing evidencebased arguments and using appropriate scientific
language, conventions and representations
(ACSIS174) & (ACSIS208)

Technologies: Digital Technologies
Processes and
Production
Skills

Analyse and visualise data using a range of software
to create information, and use structured data to
model objects or events (ACTDIP026)

Develop techniques for acquiring, storing and
validating quantitative and qualitative data from a
range of sources, considering privacy and security
requirements (ACTDIP036)
Analyse and visualise data to create information and
address complex problems, and model processes,
entities and their relationships using structured data
(ACTDIP037)
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STRAND

YEAR 7

YEAR 8

YEAR 9

YEAR 10

Geography
Geographical
Knowledge and
Understanding

Economic, cultural,
spiritual and aesthetic
value of water for
people, including
Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Peoples
and peoples of the Asia
region (ACHGK041)
Causes, impacts and
responses to an
atmospheric or
hydrological hazard
(ACHGK042)

Geographical
Inquiry and
Skills

Human causes and
effects of landscape
degradation
(ACHGK051)
Ways of protecting
significant landscapes
(ACHGK052)
Causes, impacts and
responses to a
geomorphological
hazard (ACHGK053)

Evaluate sources for their reliability and usefulness
and select, collect and record relevant geographical
data and information, using ethical protocols from
appropriate primary and secondary sources
(ACHGS048) & (ACHGS056)
Represent data in a range of appropriate forms, for
example climate graphs, compound column graphs,
population pyramids, tables, field sketches and
annotated diagrams, with and without the use of
digital and spatial technologies (ACHGS049) &
(ACHGS057)

Human-induced
environmental changes
that challenge
sustainability
(ACHGK070)
The application of
systems thinking to
understanding the
causes and likely
consequences of the
environmental change
being investigated
(ACHGK073)
Evaluate sources for their reliability, bias and
usefulness and select, collect, record and organise
relevant geographical data and information, using
ethical protocols, from a range of appropriate
primary and secondary sources (ACHGS064) &
(ACHGS073)
Represent multi-variable data in a range of
appropriate forms, for example scatter plots, tables,
field sketches and annotated diagrams, with and
without the use of digital and spatial technologies as
appropriate (ACHGS065) & (ACHGS074)

Represent spatial distribution of different types of
geographical phenomena by constructing
appropriate maps at different scales that conform to
cartographic conventions, using spatial technologies
as appropriate (ACHGS050) & (ACHGS058)

Represent spatial distribution of geographical
phenomena by constructing special purpose maps
that conform to cartographic conventions, using
spatial technologies as appropriate (ACHGS066) &
(ACHGS075)

Interpret geographical data and other information
using qualitative and quantitative methods, and
digital and spatial technologies as appropriate, to
identify and propose explanations for spatial
distributions, patterns and trends, and infer
relationships. (ACHGS051) & (ACHGS059)

Interpret and analyse multi-variable data and other
geographical information using qualitative and
quantitative methods, and digital and spatial
technologies as appropriate, to make generalisations
and inferences, propose explanations for patterns,
trends, relationships and anomalies, and predict
outcomes (ACHGS067) & (ACHGS076)

Apply geographical concepts to draw conclusions
based on the analysis of the data and information
collected (ACHGS052) & (ACHGS060)
Present findings, arguments and ideas in a range of
communication forms selected to suit a particular
audience and purpose; using geographical
terminology and digital technologies as appropriate
(ACHGS053) & (ACHGS061)
Reflect on their learning to propose individual and
collective action in response to a contemporary
geographical challenge, taking account of
environmental, economic and social considerations,
and predict the expected outcomes of their proposal
(ACHGS054) & (ACHGS062)
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Apply geographical concepts to synthesise
information from various sources and draw
conclusions based on the analysis of data and
information, taking into account alternative points of
view (ACHGS068) & (ACHGS077)
Present findings, arguments and explanations in a
range of appropriate communication forms, selected
for the effectiveness and to suit audience and
purpose; using relevant geographical terminology,
and digital technologies as appropriate (ACHGS070)
& (ACHGS079)
Reflect on and evaluate findings of an inquiry to
propose individual and collective action in response
to a contemporary geographical challenge, taking
account of environmental, economic, political and
social considerations; and explain the predicted
outcomes and consequences of their proposal
(ACHGS071) & (ACHGS080)
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